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1GENERAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Aim of the manual

This manual, which is an integral part of the machine, has been prepared by the 
manufacturer to provide the operator with the necessary information and criteria for 
the use and maintenance of the machine.

The original instructions are supplied by the manufacturer in English. 
To fulfil legal or commercial requirements, the original instructions may be supplied by 
the manufacturer in other languages.

Certain illustrations in the manual show the machine with the safety devices and/or 
guards removed only in order to make it easier to understand the operations to be per-
formed. The machine must never be used without the safety devices or guards fitted.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the manual without prior 
notice, with the exception of changes concerning the level of safety.

The manual must be kept, for future reference, until the machine is scrapped.

If the machine is sold, the vendor is required to pass on the manual to the new own-
er.

Symbols, whose meanings are outlined below, have been adopted to highlight the 
operations involving a certain level of risk in safety terms or information deemed im-
portant.

Danger - Warning

This indicates information or procedures which must be followed. Failure to 
comply may create a serious risk to the health and safety of people.

Caution - Care

This indicates information or procedures which must be followed. Failure to 
comply may create a risk to the health and safety of people or cause economic 
damage.

Information

This highlights useful and important information and procedures.
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1GENERAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Manufacturer and machine identification details

The plate shown, applied on the machine, contains all the necessary information to 
identify the machine and manufacturer.
For the identification of the endothermic engine refer to the plate attached on it.

A - Manufacturer’s details

B - Machine model

C - Machine type

D - Serial number

E - Year of construction

F - Machine operating weight

G - Endothermic engine identification plate

Technical assistance procedure

For technical assistance (machine malfunction, failure, etc.) contact the nearest tech-
nical assistance service or the manufacturer.
When requesting technical assistance the data shown on the identification plate and 
the type of failure must be reported.

For technical assistance for the endothermic engine (endothermic engine malfunc-
tion, failure, etc.) contact the nearest technical assistance service of the endothermic 
engine manufacturer (see enclosed manual).

Annexed documentation

The following documentation is supplied to the Customer together with the use and 
maintenance manual:
- “CE” declaration of conformity of the machine;
- endothermic engine instruction manual;
- radio control instruction manual;
- hydraulic diagram;
- electrical diagrams;
- pumps coupler instruction manual.

Information

Should you find any differences between the maintenance instructions in our 
manual and the ones attached, follow the instructions given in this edition.
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1GENERAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Glossary

Training: stage during which the operator acquires the required knowledge for per-
forming the production activities in a correct, autonomous manner without risks in-
volved.

Routine maintenance: group of procedures to carry out with a periodic deadline 
decided by the manufacturer, required to maintain the machine in its conditions of  
maximum efficiency and safety.

Select maintenance: group of procedures required in the event of sudden malfunc-
tions or for preserving the functionality and efficiency of the machine. 

Operator: person specially trained and authorized by the authorized manager.
The operator’s job is to carry out all the operative tasks and perform all the routine 
maintenance procedures in safe conditions. 

Specialized technician: person chosen and/or authorized by the manufacturer and/
or by an agent to carry out procedures on the machine for which specific technical 
skills and particular abilities are requested.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Description of the machine

The machine is destined for outdoor operation, with the aim of producing fine material 
to prepare the installation bed and/or create the silting for underground pipe-lines.

Designed and engineered to sieve mixed aggregates (material found in the natural 
state) obtained from the trench where the pipe is to be laid.

The machine must be controlled by one specially designated operator only.

The machine is controlled by an operator using a transmitter unit.

Main components

A - Endothermic engine
B - Frame
C - Cross conveyor
D - Track
E - Loader
F - Sieve
G - Driver’s cab
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Overall dimensions

Technical characteristics

Engine…………………………………………. .................Caterpillar C13 ACERT (*)

Radio control………………………………… ...................AUTEC FJS / CRS Dynamic series (**)

Longitudinal maximum operating slope .........................% 35
Transversal maximum operating slope ..........................% 8

Fuel tank capacity .......................................................... l 380 (100 gals USA)
Hydraulic oil tank capacity ............................................. l 450 (120 gals USA)

Max. pressure of hydraulic circuits.................................bar 350 (5076 psi)

Total weight ....................................................................kg 44000 (97003 lbs)

Electric system voltage ..................................................V 24

(*) For the technical characteristics of the engine see the engine manual enclosed.

(**) For the technical characteristics of the radio control see the radio control manual enclosed.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Safety devices

Danger - Warning

Do not, under any circumstances, tamper with the safety devices.
Before attempting to use the machine, make sure that all the safety devices are 
present and working properly; if this is not the case, inform the maintenance 
manager.

A - Emergency stop push-button: press (in case of danger) to immediately stop 
the machine motion.

B - Stop valve on the jack: to avoid uncontrolled movements caudes by a breack of 
a pipeline or a sudden damage of the pump.

C - Safety retainers: they stop the pin coming out. They are provided on all pivots 
of the machine. Visually check their conditions and the tightening of the securing 
screws.

D - Switch for “battery-disconnection”: it stops the battery electric power supply.

E - Safety bolts: they stop the pin coming out. They are provided on all pivots of the 
machine. Visually check the condition of the screw and the tightening of the nut.

F - Acoustic warning signal: a sound signal warns that the machine is reversing.

G - Central position microswitch: this detects the central position of the cross con-
veyor in relation to the machine.

  In this position, the cross conveyor can be closed.

H - Stroke limit microswitches: they detect the stroke limit position of the cross 
conveyor and stop it shifting. 

L - Central position microswitch: this detects when the cab is positioned centrally 
with respect to the machine and activates the opening and closing of the folding 
sections of the rail.

Information

The folding sections of the rail can only be closed with the cab in the central 
position.

M - Stroke limit microswitches: these detect the stroke limit position of the cab and 
stop it shifting.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Movable guards

Danger - Warning

The movable guards protect the operators from the accidental contact 
with the movable parts or the warm parts. Before using the machine 
make sure that the guards are in place and correctly mounted.

A - Roll bar.
  Protects the operating cab from impact.

B - Cooling grid.
  It protects the operator from any accidental contact with the (vibrating) rotating 

mass.

C - Vibrating mass guard.
  It protects the operator from any accidental contact with the (vibrating) rotating 

mass.

D - Heat exchanger fan guard.
  It protects the service people from any accidental contact with the cooling fan while 

in motion.

E - Endothermic motor guard.
  It protects from atmospheric agent.

F - Casing.
  It protects the operator from any accidental contact with the (vibrating) rotating 

mass.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Warning and danger plates

Danger - Warning

Observe and respect the indications given by the warning plates. 
Check to make sure that the plates are present and intact; in case they are not, 
request their replacement directly from the manufacturer.

A - Indication plate
  It draws attention to: hydraulic oil refuelling filler. 
B - Indication plate
  It means: refuelling filler.
C - Prohibition and warning plate
 C1 - indicates: do not clean or lubricate moving parts
 C2 - indicates: do not remove the safety devices
 C3 - indicates: no admission to danger area (*)
 C4 - indicates: wear helmet
 C5 - indicates: wear hearing protection
 C6 - indicates: use a protective face guard mandatory.
D - Indication plate
  Indicates the position of the greasing point.
E - Indication plate
  Indicates the battery disconnect switch.
F - Indication plate
  Indicates the location of the endothermic engine oil level check point.
G - Indication plate
  Indicates the location of the endothermic engine cooling liquid level check point.
H - Warning plate
  Shows that greasing is necessary solely in the event that the loader chain sla-

ckens.

(*) Danger area: any area near the machine where personal health and safety are at risk.

Noise level

The level of weighted acoustic power (A) effectively measured at a distance of 1 m 
(3’3”) is 100 Db (A).
The level of weighted acoustic power (A) effectively measured at a distance of 7 m 
(23’) is 85 Db (A).
The operator and nearby people must wear personal protective equipment 
(muffs, ear plugs, etc.) to reduce the noise level received or work shifts that 
foresee interruptions must be programmed to reduce the exposure to noise.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Permitted use

The machine was designed and constructed to convey mixed inert material in order to 
prepare the bottom of the trench in which the pipe will be laid or in order to cover the 
same one after the laying.

The transmitter unit command signals can be issued from the ground or from the driv-
ing seat in the cab.

Any uses other than the use stated, not included in or inferable from this manu-
al, must be considered misuse and therefore not permitted.

Non-permitted uses

The machine must be used in conformity with its technical specifications and must not 
be modified or used for improper purposes.

It is forbidden to use the machine in the presence of flammable or explosive sources.

The machine must not be driven on streets, since it is not authorised for road use.

Use of the machine to transport people is prohibited.

Absolutely do not use the machine to sieve the following:
- substances that are harmful, toxic or radioactive;
- any substance that can cause fire or explosion;
- substances that may provoke biologic or microbiologic contamination.

The machine must not be used at night.

Perimeter area

The machine can be controlled from the ground or from the driving seat in the cab.

If the machine is controlled from the ground level, the operator must stand outside the 
danger zone of the machine, in such a position that full visual control is ensured from 
a distance not less than 25 m (82’).

Danger - Warning

During the machine operation, nobody is admitted within the perimeter area.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Operator training

The operator has the task of carrying out all the operations related to the use of the 
machine and ordinary maintenance operations in total safety.
Personnel authorised by the manufacturer must train the operator to transfer the 
knowledge necessary to carry out the activity independently and without risks.

Residual risks

Danger - Warning

Even if the safety regulations and information contained in this manual are re-
spected there are residual risks during the use of the machine; the main ones 
are described below.

- Risk of crushing of lower limbs in tracks.
- Thermal danger in case of contact with hot parts.
- Fuel leaking from the tank during machine use or during refuelling may lead 

to a fire risk.
- Risk of high-pressure spurts of fluid. A pipe or hose breaking or high-pressure oil 

leakage out may lead to injuries and skin infections.
- Risk of being run over. Due to the insufficient visibility when the machine is re-

versed in tight spaces with poor lighting there is the risk that objects, animals and 
people may be run over.

Environmental conditions

The machine has been designed and built to operate regularly under the following 
environmental conditions:
- altitude: it must not exceed 3000 m (9850’) (*)
- minimum temperature: - 10° (- 4 °F)
- maximum temperature: + 40° (+ 104 °F)
- maximum relative humidity: 80%
- lighting:
the machine is equipped with a lighting system, both front and rear, to be used during 
procedures in conditions of scarce visibility.

(*) For the machine use to altitudes many elevating contact the the engine manufacturer technical assist-
ance for the set up of the injection system.

Electromagnetic fields

The electromagnetic fields detected are not significant.

Gas emission

- Carbon monoxide produced by the endothermic engine exhaust.
- Hydrogen produced by the starter battery for the endothermic engine.
- Inflammable and explosive fumes produced by the endothermic engine fuel.

Vibrations

The level of vibrations detected in the driving seat are not significant and do not pose a 
health risk to the operator.The vibrating screen unit is mounted onto a proportionately 
sized silent-block. The endothermic motor is also mounted onto a silent-block and, 
therefore, does not impart vibrations to the structure.
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2TECHNICAL INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

“CE” declaration of conformity

The picture shows a copy of the “CE” declaration of conformity; the original is issued 
by the manufacturer together with this manual.

Declaration of conformity key

A) Commercial description of the machine

B) Machine model

C) Serial number

D) Year of manufacturer

E) Name of the company representative authorised to prepare the technical file

F) Signature of the person authorised to draft the declaration of conformity 

G) Place of issue of the declaration

H) Date of issue of the declaration
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3SAFETY INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

General safety instructions

Failure to comply with some simple safety and prudence rules is the cause of most 
accidents and injuries at work.

In most cases, accidents can be avoided by foreseeing the possible causes and con-
sequently acting with the necessary care and caution.

A careful and prudent worker is the best guarantee against accidents.

Before using the machine, the operator and other workers must carefully read and 
understand the instructions contained in the manual supplied and those directly ap-
plied to the machine. The operator and workers in charge must follow the information 
supplied for the safe operation of the machine at all moments.

It is important to pay attention to the meaning of the symbols on the labels applied; 
their shape and colour are very important for safety purposes. All labels must be leg-
ible and the information they contain must be respected.

Accident prevention equipment must be worn; for information contact the safety man-
ager.

Never start or use the machine in poorly ventilated areas. If necessary, adopt all nec-
essary precautions to prevent build-ups of machine exhaust gas.

Never leave the machine unattended when the endothermic engine is on.

Do not get on or off the machine while it is moving.

Never operate the machine under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medicines such as 
sleeping pills, tranquilisers or stimulants or any other substance that can affect and/or 
slow down reflexes or eyesight.

On no account must you tamper with, eliminate or by-pass the safety devices as this 
could seriously put at risk the health of people.

Safety instructions for handling and transportation

Lifting and handling operations must be carried out following the information on the 
machine and in the manufacturer’s use manual.

Loading, unloading, handling and lifting operations must be carried out by qualified 
and authorised personnel that has received specific training.

Before transferring the machine check that the machine and its components are an-
chored to the means of transport to avoid uncontrolled movements and check that 
the profile is within the foreseen overall dimensions. If necessary apply the necessary 
markings.

Highly dangerous situations can be created when loading and unloading from trucks 
due to falls from the ramp or the use of makeshift ramps.

The capacity of the ramps must be greater than the weight of the machine and the 
ramps must be fitted with slip resistant sliding surfaces. 

Stop the vehicle on even ground and use suitable transport means with certified 
ramps.

To load or unload the machine from the means of transport find a flat area that pro-
vides solid support for the wheels of the transport means.
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3SAFETY INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Safety instructions for adjustments and maintenance

Maintenance is of primary importance for the efficiency and reliability of the machine 
and is one of the most important safety elements.

Maintenance schedule operations must be carried out at the set intervals and in the 
manner foreseen by the manufacturer.

Maintenance operations must be carried out on level and compact ground with the 
endothermic engine switched off and the ignition switch key removed (see “Controls 
and indicators on machine description”).

Keep the engine, battery, fuel tank and hydraulic oil tank areas clean to avoid the risk 
of fire caused by the build-up of residues.

Before electrically welding the frame (when required) disconnect the connectors from 
the electric panels and the battery cables to avoid damaging the electrical equip-
ment.

Do not carry out electric welding operations when the machine is parked on a metal 
base.

Do not remove or modify machine parts or components or install accessories or de-
vices not foreseen by the manufacturer.

Before any adjustment operation, activate all safety devices foreseen and assess 
whether personnel working nearby must be informed of the operation.

At the end of the operations, before starting the machine, check that there are no 
tools, cloths or other material near the moving parts or in risk areas.

Safety instructions for use and operation

The machine must only be put to the uses specified by the manufacturer; misuse may 
cause safety and health risks and could result in damage of a financial nature.

To reduce to a minimum the risk of accidents, the machine must only be driven by 
qualified and trained personnel capable of coordinating the work of all the operators 
involved in the work. 

During manoeuvres, unauthorised people must not be allowed to access the area of 
operation of the machine which must be cordoned off and marked with appropriate 
signs. The operator (or person in charge) must make sure said prohibition is respected 
even by suspending work.

Check that the routs at the site are suitable and that the work areas are suitable for the 
passage and stability of the machine.

Ask for the assistance of ground operators for operations in tight spaces and with poor 
visibility.

At the end of the shift or day do not park the machine inside banks or waterways.

Do not try to overcome obstacles which are too large with the tracks; the vehicle may 
rise and fall violently frontward or sideways causing damage to the structure or opera-
tor.

Do not use the machine during storms.
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3SAFETY INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Do not use the machine if there is fog, heavy rain and poor lighting which limit vis-
ibility.

The operator must know well the performance and weight of the machine in relation 
to the type of ground (flat, compact, rough, sloping) in order to always maintain a 
safe distance when working near open excavations, slopes, verges and overhanging 
rocks.

In case of bad weather, heavy rain or risk of flooding due to weather conditions at the 
work site or upstream, the area that may be inundated must be immediately aban-
doned.

In the case of operations near particularly high mounds of land make sure that the 
excavation walls are correctly buttressed to avoid landslides caused by the vibrations 
transferred from the machine to the ground.

Operate the machine with care in the case of confined spaces or when driving through 
entrances or narrow structures in order to avoid knocking them.
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Safety advice for handling and transportation

Before starting any operation, the work area must be organised to safely carry out 
lifting and handling operations. 

Check that the elements to be lifted are supported by suitable harnesses and hooks.

Use lifting means suitable for the load to be lifted.

If necessary ramps can be used to load/unload the machine from the transport vehi-
cle; the ramps must be in good condition and with a suitable capacity.

During lifting and handling operations anyone not involved must keep a safe dis-
tance.

Transportation by rail, sea or air must be carried out in compliance with the regulations 
and laws in force.

Transport on public roads must comply with the local laws in force.

Before transporting the machine check road conditions, size and weight limits and 
road regulations.

Methods of delivery

The machine, depending also on the destination, can be delivered using different 
transport means (road, rail, sea and air).

The manufacturer to transport the material in conformity with the Highway Code, sen-
ds the machine with the cross conveyor folded up and and some parts removed.
In order to avoid uncontrolled movements the machine is opportunely secured to the 
mean of transport.

On receipt of the machine, check the soundness of the machine.
In the event of damage or lack of components contact the manufacturer to discuss 
how to proceed.

If the machine has been protected with anti-corrosion wax, it must be removed using 
a high pressure jet of hot water and specific products authorised by the laws in force; 
do not spray the hot water on the electrical equipment, as this could damage it.

Unloading procedure

The machine can be unloaded from the transport means using lifting equipment or 
suitable ramps.
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Unloading the machine with lifting equipment

Danger - Warning

The machine must only be lifted with suitable equipment (lifting beam) to avoid 
damaging it.
Use lifting means suitable for the load to be lifted.
Lift the machine only from the correct points (A).

Hoisting rules

Danger - Warning

Use a suitably sized crane or bridge crane to lift the machine and the parts.
See the paragraph “Technical characteristics” to check the weight of the ma-
chine.
For the lifting do not use cables not intended for this purpose but use cables or 
strong chains having a carrying capacity higher than the weight to be lifted.
Make sure that there is no one standing in the area while performing the ma-
noeuvres with the machine.
When lifting the machine and the parts, always use the lifting points provided, 
which are fitted with suitable eyebolts and shackles.
Always use the eyebolts and shackles supplied by the manufacturer.
Use extreme caution; make sure that the hooks and the shackles are correctly 
fitted before attempting to raise the machine.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Remove the anchoring cables of the machine from the transportation vehicle.

2 - Check the weight of the machine in the “Technical characteristics” paragraph.

3 - Harness the machine as shown in the figure.

4 - Lift the machine.
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Descending from the transport vehicle

Danger - Warning

Before removing the machine from the transport vehicle, the muffler and intake 
pre-cleaner must first be installed. 
The personnel responsible for putting the machine in operation must work from 
the side platform.

Danger - Warning

The side platform must be opened by two operators, who will need to coordi-
nate their operations to stop the platform and safety barrier overturning out of 
control.
Use of the side platform with the safety barrier lowered is prohibited.
Once the intake pre-cleaner and the muffler are fitted, close the side platform.

- Opening the side platform

1 - Remove the screw (A) and prop up the safety barrier (B).
  Remove the screws (C).

2 - Lower the platform, and lock the safety barrier (B) with the bar (D) and the screw 
(A)

  Secure the platform with the screws (C) and relative nuts.
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

- Mounting the muffler and the intake pre-cleaner

1 - Position the pre-cleaner (A) and secure it with the clamp (B).

2 - Position the muffler (C) and secure it using the bolts (D) and the clamp (E).

Caution - Care

Do not start up the engine without first refitting the muffler and the pre-clean-
er.

Caution - Care

Before getting off the vehicle, carefully clean the ramps and the bed.
The point where the ramp meets the bed creates a dangerous bump: work with 
extreme care near this point. 

- Methods for getting off the transportation vehicle

Danger - Warning

The machine must not be controlled from the driving cab if the roll bar is not 
installed. 
The operator must control the machine, when removing it from the transport 
vehicle, from the ground.
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

To get off the vehicle, proceed as follows.

1 - Remove the anchoring cables of the machine from the transportation vehicle.

2 - Remove the track scotches.

3 - Start the engine (see “Start up”).

4 - Position the ramps in the central direction, with respect to the machine.
  If needed, correct the width of the ramps so that the weight of the machine is 

evenly distributed.

5 - Lift the loader (A) at its maximum.

6 - Come off the transportation vehicle with the machine at a minimum forward 
speed.

- Mounting the roll bar

Information

Remove the protective materials used for transportation from the roll bar.
The packing material must be disposed of appropriately and in compliance with 
the laws in force.

1 - Lift the roll bar, strapping it up as shown in the figure, and position it on the cab.

2 - Fasten the roll bar with the bolts supplied.

3 - Connect the pins (A) to the connectors (B).
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4HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

- Installing the containment side panels

Preceed as outlined below.

Position the side panels (A), tighten screws (D), as well screws (E) with bolts (F).

Commissioning

Once the machine has been delivered, proceed with commissioning.

All commissioning operations must be carried out by qualified, authorised personnel 
who have received specific professional training.

During commissioning operations all unauthorized persons must stay away from the 
machine area.

When commissioning operations are completed, the machine restart is conditional 
upon approval of the person responsible for it, who shall ensure that:
- all works have been fully completed; 
- the machine works correctly;
- the safety systems are operating;
- nobody is working on the machine.

Before starting up machine, make sure that no foreign bodies (screwdrivers, span-
ners, screws etc...) are on the machine, and that the parts fitted are securely fastened 
in place.

With the machine running, make sure that there are no leaks of oil or other liquids; 
check the electric components for correct operation and that no smoke is released by 
the engine.

Methods of storage

Prepare an area for depositing the machine.
To prevent the machine from degrading, preferably store it in covered areas where 
there is no risk of fire or explosion.

In the case of prolonged storage check that the machine cannot be damaged by the 
changing environmental conditions in the storage area.
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5ADJUSTMENT INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Safety advice for adjustments

Adjustment work must be carried out on flat, sturdy ground, with the machine 
switched off. 

The keys used to activate the ground control panel and the transmitter unit 
must be removed; the batteries must automatically isolated by the battery cut-
off switch.

All necessary measures must be taken to ensure safe operation.

To protect the people involved, the adjustment operations must be carried out 
with all safety devices activated and unauthorised people must not be allowed 
to access the area of operation which must be appropriately marked.

At the end of the operations, before starting the machine, check that there are 
no tools, cloths or other material near the moving parts or in risk areas.

Adjusting tracks tension

Information

The tracks should not be completely tight to avoid a useless stress of the track 
and the reduction gear units.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Loosen the screws (A) and remove the cover (B).

2 - Fit valve (C) to the greasing hand pump.

3 - Pump grease until the tension of the tracks returns to normal, corresponding to a 
maximum reading (X) of 40 - 45 mm.

  For the grase type see “Oils and lubricants”.

4 - Fit the cover (B) and tighten the screws (A).
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5ADJUSTMENT INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Adjusting the tightening in the loader chain unit

Information

The loader’s chain unitmust never be fully taught to prevent excessive stress 
on the loader structure and on the reduction gear structure.

Measure the distance between the loader chain and the edge of the frame.

The maximum distance must be correspondent to that illustrated in figure.
If it is greater, proceed as outlined below.

1 - Fit valve (A) to the greasing hand pump.

2 - Pump grease until the correct tension has been reached.
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5ADJUSTMENT INFORMATION

English language Use and maintenance

Adjusting the conveyor belt tension

If the conveyor belt (A) slips on the roller (B), adjust the belt tension using the adjust-
ers on both sides of the roller:
- loosen the lock nuts (C);
- adjust the ties rods (D) alternately so that the roller moves in a parallel manner until 

the belt is correctly tensioned.
- Tighten the lock nuts (C) on the adjuster tie rods (D).
If the belt (A) is not centred on the roller (B) proceed as follows:
- loosen the lock nuts (C) on the side where the belt is closest to the roller edge, 

tighten the tie rod (D) slightly and then retighten the lock nut (C).

- Move to a safe distance. Start the conveyor.
- Stop the conveyor and check belt centring again.
If the belt is still not centred, repeat the operations above until the belt is centred on 
the roller (B).
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English language Use and maintenance

Safety advice concerning use

Do not allow unauthorised persons to work on the machine.

The operator must be specially trained and documented on the use of the ma-
chine, as well as informed on any particular risks that might be present in the 
workplace.

The operator must determine the presence of specific risks when using the 
machine (ex: particular climatic conditions, ground conditions, toxic fumes). 
Furthermore, it is the operator’s responsibility to take the necessary measures 
to eliminate and reduce these risks.

Always inspect the work area for any hazardous conditions. Take particular care 
when working on sloping ground, bumpy areas, slopes and high mounds of 
land, gorges, ditches, filled excavations and ridges, rough ground, wet or mud-
dy ground.

Keep away from the digging area and do not drive near the edges unless they 
have been tested for stability.

Verify that the yard paths and work area are  not obstructed and suitable for 
vehicle transit and stability.

Before use check the efficiency of the controls, braking and parking devices, 
and the reverse warning alarm.

Use the machine on sloping ground only within the limits provided for by the 
manufacturer (see “Technical characteristics”).

During first use, the operator must simulate several test maneuvers to detect 
the main controls and functions.

Do not leave the transmitter unit unattended with the ignition key on, in order to 
prevent any unauthorised personnel from starting up the engine.

Do not use the trasmitter unit indoors, or far from the machine, since a poten-
tially dangerous situation may arise.

Do not use the lights in completely visibility condition for not compromise the 
battery duration.
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6INFORMATION FOR USE

English language Use and maintenance

Operating cab

- Driver’s seat

A - Windshield wiper

B - Lateral deflector latch

C - Door external latch

D - Top latch

E - Door internal latch

F - Lamp lighting cab
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English language Use and maintenance

Information

An improper driving position may tire the operator (and lead to incorrect opera-
tions); therefore, the seat must be adjusted and locked into a position of maxi-
mum comfort before starting the machine.

A - Knob: to adjust the tilt of the seat back.

B - Lever: to tip the seat back forward.

C - Lever: to move the seat backwards and forwards.

D - Knob: to adjust the stiffness of the springs according to the operator’s weight.

E - Knob: to adjust seat height.

F - Lever: to release the seat rotation.
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6INFORMATION FOR USE

English language Use and maintenance

Controls and indicators position

For identification purposes, the controls have been divided as described below.

A) Controls and indicators on machine
1 - Controls and indicators on control panel
2 - Rotary lamp
3 - Battery cut-off switch

B) Instruments for oledynamic check

C) Operationg controls on transmitter unit
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6INFORMATION FOR USE

English language Use and maintenance

Controls and indicators on machine description

1 - Check-control
  This check control function may only be used by specialised personnel.
  For information on the check-control, see the instruction manual for the endother-

mic engine appended to this manual.

2 - Hydraulic oil check signal light: active a few seconds after the engine is 
switched on.

 A) Signal light (green light): this signals that the machine is operating correct-
ly.

 B) Signal light (red light): this signals that the machine is not running correctly.

Caution - Care

When the signal light (B) comes on, the acoustic warning signal (19) also switch-
es on as well as the signal light related to the fault (see this paragraph).

3 - Signal light (yellow light): indicates that the endothermic engine is not working 
correctly.

  The failure shows united to the appearance of the message of warning on the 
check-control (1): estimate in relation to the type of disadvantage if contact the 
engine manufacturer technical assistance service.

4 - Signal light (red light): indicates that the endothermic engine has stopped.
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English language Use and maintenance

5 - Signal light (white light): indicates that the controls panel is powered (battery 
cut-off switch 24 in “ON” position).

6 - Button: to reset the acoustic alarm signals related to malfunctions.

7 - Signal light (red light): signals that the machine is at a standstill.
  The signal light must turn off when activating the translation of the machine.

8 - Signal light (red light): indicates that the filtering cartridges of the hydraulic 
oil filters are clogged (delivery filters); the buzzer (19) switches on at the same 
time.

9 - Signal light (red light): indicates insufficient pressure in the variable capacity 
hydraulic pumps.

10 - Signal light (red light): indicates that the filtering cartridge of the hydraulic oil fil-
ter is clogged (combination filter for intake and discharge); the buzzer (19) switch-
es on at the same time.

11 - Signal light (red light): indicates that the filter cartridges for the suction filters 
are clogged; the buzzer (19) switches on at the same time.

12 - Three-position selector switch with spring return: this is used to lift and lower 
the right-hand folding section of the cab shifting rails.

  Forward position: lifting of folding section.
  Backward position: lowering of the folding section.

13 - Selector switch with two stable positions: this is used to select the opening or 
closure of the cross conveyor or the opening and closure of the cross conveyor 
side.

  Position “A”: cross conveyor side opening and closure.
  Position “B”: cross conveyor opening and closure.
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English language Use and maintenance

14 - Signal light (red light): signals that the fuel in the tank is below the reserve level; 
the buzzer (19) switches on at the same time.

15 - Signal light (red light): indicates the minimum level of hydraulic oil in the tank; 
the buzzer (19) switches on at the same time.

16 - Three-position selector switch with spring return: this is used to lift and lower 
the left-hand folding section of the cab shifting rails.

  Forward position: lifting of folding section.
  Backward position: lowering of the folding section.

17 - Multipolar power socket: this is used to connect the transmitter unit to the re-
ceiver unit in the event of lack of radio signal.

18 - Two-position stable key switch: required to activate the controls panel and al-
low for receiving controls via radio. 

  Position ”OFF”: controls panel is deactivated.
  Position ”ON”: controls panel is activated.

19 - Buzzer: signals a failure condition.

20 - Two-position stable selector switch (white light): used to activate the high run 
speed; when activated, the selector switch comes on.

21 - Bistable selector switch: this is used to select the loader rotation direction.
  Position “A”: rotation direction for loading.
  Position “B”: reverse rotation direction.

22 - Two-position stable switch: used to switch on the lamps.

23 - Buzzer: this signals that the machine is reversing.

24 - Battery cut-off switch: to interrupt the electric power supply to the battery.
  Position “ON”: battery power supply on. 
  Position “OFF”: battery power supply interrupted.

25 - Rotary lamp: this is used to signal that the radio control has been activated and 
that the engine is about to be switched on.

Instruments for oledynamic check

52 - Pressure gauge: this shows the delivery pressure of the heat exchanger valve.

53 - Pressure gauge: this shows the delivery pressure of the distributor for the con-
nected devices.

54 - Pressure gauge: this shows the delivery pressure of the sieve vibration distribu-
tor.

55 - Pressure gauge: this shows the delivery pressure of the cross conveyor distribu-
tor (closing and translation).
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English language Use and maintenance

Operating controls on transmitter unit

(*) In relation to forward drive direction.

26 - Multipolar power socket: this is used to connect the transmitter unit to the re-
ceiver unit in the event of lack of radio signal.

27 - Button: this is used to activate the remote control.
  The transmitter and receiver units (when the electric panel on which they are fit-

ted is on) must be on to activate the remote control.
  This is used to activate the warning sound (horn) when the remote control is on.

28 - Electronic key: used to enable transmitter unit use.

Information

Data is stored in the electronic key which means it only activates the radio con-
trol to which it belongs. You cannot enable the radio control with the same type 
a key that belongs to another radio control.

29 - Button: used to start the engine.

30 - Two-position unstable selector switch with spring return: needed for hoisting 
and lowering the loader.

  Central position: the control is deactivated.
  ”DOWN” position: lowers loader.
  “UP” position: hoists the loader.

31 - Two-position stable switch: needed to activate the loader.
  Position “OFF”: loader deactivated;
  position “ON”: loader activated.

Information

The loader is activated only if the low shift speed has been selected - selector 
switch (20) - in the direction selected with selector switch (21) (see “Controls 
and indicators on machine description”).

32 - Selector with three stable positions: used to select the rotation direction of the 
cross conveyor and to activate rotation in that direction.

  Position “0”: rotation deactivated;
  Position “FWD”: rotation to the right (*).
  Position “BWD”: rotation to the left (*).

33 - Potentiometer: used to adjust the cross conveyor speed.
  The control is of the proportional type (see scale).
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General description Meaning

Signal light off Transmitter unit off

Signal light flashing fast Transmitter unit on and radio electric connection absent

Signal light flashing slowly Radio control on with radio electric connection present

34 - Three-position unstable selector switch with spring return: in relation to the 
position of the selector switch (13) (see “Controls and indicators on machine de-
scription”), it is used to open and close the cross conveyor or to open and close 
the side of the cross conveyor.

 - Cross conveyor opening and closure
  Centre position: the control is deactivated.
  “OPEN” position: cross conveyor opening.
  “CLOSE” position: cross conveyor closure.
 - Cross conveyor side opening and closure
  Centre position: the control is deactivated.
  “OPEN” position: cross conveyor side opening.
  “CLOSE” position: cross conveyor side closure.

35 - Selector with two unstable positions and spring back to centre: used to shift 
the cross conveyor to the right or the left.

  Centre position: the control is deactivated.
  Position ”LEFT”: shifts to the left.
  Position “RIGHT”: shifts to the right.

36 - Selector with two unstable positions and spring back to centre: used to ac-
celerate and decelerate the endothermic engine. 

  Proportional type. 
  Centre position: the control is deactivated.
  Position ”+”: engine acceleration.
  Position “-”: engine deceleration.

Information

When the engine is started up, the engine runs automatically at minimum 
speed.

37 - Direction lever: used to shift the machine in the direction in which the manoeu-
vrer is pushed.

  The control is of the proportional type (see “Functions of the direction lever”).

38 - Two-position stable selector switch: this is used to activate and deactivate the 
sieve.

  “OFF” position: sieve deactivated.
  “ON” position: sieve activated.

39 - Selector with two unstable positions: used to raise and lower the sieve.
  Centre position: the control is deactivated.
  Position ”DOWN”: sieve down.
  Position “UP”: sieve up.

40 - Emergency stop button: needed to immediately stop the machine in the pres-
ence of imminent risk.

41 - Signal light (green light): see the table “Green signal light signals”.

- Green signal light signals
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42 - Signal light (red light): see the table “Red signal light signals”.

- Red signal light signals

General description Meaning

Signal light off Transmitter unit works correctly

Signal light flashes Low battery

Signal light on for two seconds (*) Transmitter unit does not work correctly

Signal light flashes once (**) The transmitter unit detects (at the moment of switching on) that the 
emergency stop button is pressed or faulty

Signal light flashes twice (*) The transmitter unit detects (at the moment of switching on) that a control 
(**) is active or faulty

Signal light flashes three times (*) The transmitter unit detects (at the moment of switching on) that the 
battery is flat

Signal light flashes four times (*) The transmitter unit detects (at the moment of switching on) that a control 
(**) is active or faulty

When the red signal light lights up, the transmitter unit emits a short sound signal.

(*) The transmitter unit should switch off after the signal light warning.
(**) See the instruction manual of the radio control.
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- Functions of the direction lever

A - Forward drive

B - Reverse

C - Forward drive to right

D - Forward drive to left

E - Reverse to right

F - Reverse to left
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- Cab controls

43 - Signal light (red)
  This light signals that the fuel in the tank is below the reserve level.

44 - Two-position selector switch (unstable) with spring return
  This is used to lift and lower the right-hand section of the cab running rail.
  Centre position: control deactivated.

45 - Two-position light selector switch (unstable) with spring return
  This is used to shift the cab.
  Centre position: control deactivated.
  ”LH” position: cab shifts to the left.
  “RH”position: cab shifts to the right.

46 - Two-position selector switch (unstable) with spring return
  This is used to lift and lower the left-hand section of the cab running rail.
  Centre position: control deactivated.

47 - Adjuster
  This is used to adjust cab ventilation.

48 - Bistable selector switch
  This is used to activate the climate control system.
  Pos. “0”: climate control system deactivated.
  Pos. “1”: climate control system activated.
  The signal light - green (A) shows that the climate control system is active.

49 - Adjuster
  This is used to adjust cab temperature.

50 - Switch
  This is used to activate the windscreen wash pump.
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Start-up

Caution - Care

Turn on the transmitter unit beforehand to make sure the battery in the transmit-
ter unit is charged; if it is not, charge it up (see manual provided by the manu-
facturer of the radio control).
Do not run the starter continuously for more than 10 seconds.
After every attempt to start the engine, wait for about one minute to let the 
starter cool down, then try again.
Before starting work, let the engine heat for five minutes when the weather is 
hot, ten minutes when it is cold.

Information

The engine will not start if any controls are active.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Verify that the loader is deactivated - switch (31) in position “OFF”.

2 - Verify that the vibration of the sieve is deactivated - switch (38) in position “OFF”.

3 - Verify that the rotation of the cross conveyor is deactivated - selector switch (32) in 
position “0”.

4 - Turn the battery main switch (24) to activate the electrical system.
  Signal light (5) will light up.
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5 - Use the key switch (18) to power the control panel.

6 - Insert the magnetic key (28) to enable the use of the remote control.
  Signal light (41) should flash rapidly.

7 - Press the button (27) to activate the remote control.
  Signal light (41) should flash slowly.
  This activates the rotary lamp (25).
  The buzzer (51) should sound.

8 - Wait for the check control signal lights (1) to light up.

9 - Use the button (29) to start the engine.
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- Cab access method

Danger - Warning

The cab must only be accessed via the ladder (A).
Do not lift the left-hand folding section of the rail when the ladder is lowered.
Do not drive the machine with the ladder lowered.
Do not wear the transmitter unit when climbing onto the rail, to prevent the con-
trols being accidentally knocked with resulting unexpected movements.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Start the engine (see “Start-up”).

2 - Use the selector (16) to lower the left-hand section of the cab running rail.

3 - Slide out and lower the ladder (A).

4 - Get on the track and reposition the ladder in the resting position.

5 - Get into the cab and fasten the safety belt.

6 - Put the transmitter unit on.

Danger - Warning

Operating the machine with the access door of the cab open is prohibited.
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Stop

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Use the selector switch (30) to lift the loader off the ground.
  Wait until the material loaded has been sieved and emptied out.

2 - Use the switch (38) to deactivate sieve vibration.

3 - Use the selector switch (32) to deactivate cross conveyor rotation.

4 - Use the switch (31) to deactivate loader rotation.

5 - Use the selector switch (36) to decelerate the engine.

6 - Press the button (40) to stop the engine.

To restart the machine, proceed as outlined in the section on “Start up”.

Moving the cross conveyor side
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Information

Use the cross conveyor side for greater accuracy in the unloading of the mate-
rial sieved inside the trench.
The cross conveyor side can be moved from one side to another depending on 
the position of the trench.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Unscrew the nuts (N) and remove the screws (P).

2 - Disconnect the pipes (M) and (L) from the quick couplings.

3 - Pull out the safety pins (G), pull out the other pins (E) then remove the jack (F).

4 - Pull out the safety pins (D) then pull out the other pins (C).

5 - Pull out the pipes (A) from their holes (B).

6 - Move the side to the opposite side of the cross conveyor.

7 - Insert the pipes (A) into the holes (B). 

8 - Insert the pins (C) and block them with the safety pins (D).

9 - Position the jack (F) then fit the pins (E) with safety lock pins (G) to fix it.

10 - Connect the pipes (L) and (M) to the relevant quick couplings as shown in the 
figure.

11 - Fit the screws (P) and tighten the nuts (N).
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Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Start the endothermic engine (see “Start-up”).

2 - Use the selector switch (20) to select the high speed: the selector lights up.

3 - Use the joy stick (37) to guide the machine to the work area.

4 - Use the selector switch (20) to select the low speed: the selector must turn off.

Information

The loader cannot be activated with the high translation speed inserted.

5 - Turn the the selector (13) to “A” position.

6 - Use the selector (34) to open the cross conveyor.

7 - Turn the the selector (13) to “B” position.

8 - Use the selector (34) to open the cross conveyor side.

9 - If necessary, use the selector (35) to laterally move the cross conveyor.

10 - If you wish, get into the cab (see “Start up” - Cab access method).
  Use selectors (44), (45) and (46) (see “Cab controls”) to position the cab so as to 

ensure maximum work visibility.

11 - Use the selector switch (36) to accelerate the engine at its maximum rpm.

12 - Use the selector switch (32) to activate the cross conveyor.

13 - Use the switch (38) to activate the vibration of the sieve.

14 - Use the switch (31) to activate the rotation of the loader.
  Verify that the rotation direction is correct for the loading procedure.

15 - Use the direction lever (37) to begin advancing and simultaneously use the selec-
tor switch (30) to lower the loader to the ground.

Caution - Care

If the light indicator (42) is on, this signals an almost exhausted battery.
In the event of this situation, bring the machine to safe conditions.
Turn off the machine and the transmitting unit, then replace and recharge the 
battery.

Work mode
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Stop the machine at the end of the day

Park the machine on flat, solid ground possibly indoors. On sloping ground place 
scotches against the tracks. Do not leave the transmitter unit unattended, in order to 
prevent any unauthorised personnel from using.
Proceed as outlined below.
1 - Release the multifunction lever (37) to stop forward movement.
2 - Use the selector switch (30) to lift the loader off the ground.
  Wait until the material loaded has been sieved and emptied out.
3 - Use the selector switch (38) to deactivate sieve vibration.
4 - Use the selector switch (32) to deactivate cross conveyor rotation.
5 - Use the switch (31) to deactivate loader rotation.
6 - If the operator is in the cab, use the selector switch (45) to move the cab to the 

central position. The selector switch should light up.
7 - Use the selector switch (44) to lift the right-hand section of the cab running rail.
8 - Get down from the track using the ladder.
9 - Use selector switch (35) to position the cross conveyor in the middle.
10 - Turn the the selector (13) to “A” position.
11 - Use the selector switch (34) to close the cross conveyor.
12 - Turn the the selector (13) to “B” position.
13 - Use the selector (34) to close the cross conveyor side.
14 - Use the selector switch (30) to set the loader down on the ground.
15 - Use the selector switch (36) to decelerate the engine.
16 - Rotate the selector switch (16) to “A” pos. to lift the left section of the track.
17 - Use the switch (40) to stop the engine.
18 - Use the key switch (18) to pos. “OFF” to deactivate the control panel.
19 - Turn the battery main switch (24) to switch off the batteries.
  Signal light (5) should switch off.
20 - Attach the chains (B) to the conveyor.
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Stop in emergency conditions

Press the emergency stop button (40), only in the presence of imminent danger, to 
immediately stop all the machine movements.

Restarting the machine after an emergency stop

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Rotate the emergency stop button (40) to restart the machine functions.

2 - Turn the selector switch (32) to position ”0”.

3 - Turn the switch (31) to position “OFF”.

4 - Turn the switch (38) to position “OFF”.

5 - Start the endothermic engine (see “Start-up).

Transfer

The machine cannot circulate on the road, since it is not authorized for circulation.

For transfers, use special transportation vehicles.

Loading the machine on transport vehicles must only be carried out by operators who 
are specialized and competent in this procedure.

For transfers, the overall size of the machine should be reduced (see “Reducing over-
all size for transfer”).

The cross conveyor must be folded up during movements.

The side platform and the track also need to be folded up, the muffler, the intake pre-
cleaner, the roll bar and the containment side panels have to be removed, as when 
the machine is loaded onto the trailer, it exceeds the max. height permitted by the 
highway code.
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Reducing overall size for transfer

Remove the parts described below before mounting on the transport vehicle.

- Removing the roll bar

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Disconnect the plugs (A) from the connectors (B).

2 - Unscrew the fixing bolts from roll bar.

3 - Lift the roll bar using special hoisting equipment and remove it (for weight, see the 
figure).

- Removing the containment side panels

Proceed as outlined below.

Unscrew the screws (D), unscrew the nuts (F), the screws (E) then remove the side 
panels (A).
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- Getting on the transport vehicle

Danger - Warning

Before getting on or off the transport vehicle, carefully clean the ramps and 
bed.
The point where the ramp and bed meet create a dangerous bump: operate with 
extreme care near this point.

Danger - Warning

The operator must control the hoisting procedures, for the machine onto the 
transport vehicle, from the ground. 
The machine must not be controlled from the driving cab if the roll bar is not 
installed. 
After having placed the machine on the transport vehicle, the muffler and suc-
tion pre-filter must be removed.
The personnel responsible for the dismantling procedures must work from the 
side platform.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Fold up the cross conveyor (A) and block it using the chains (B) (use only for road 
transport).

2 - Start the endothermic engine (see “Start up”).

3 - Hoist the loader (C) at its maximum.

4 - Drive the machine onto the truck bed.
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5 - Lower the loader and turn off the engine.

6 - Remove the muffler and intake pre-cleaner (see “Remove the muffler and intake 
pre-cleaner”).

  Cover the holes left open on the bonnet well to prevent impurities entering the en-
gine.

7 - Block the tracks of the machine with logs and beams (E).

8 - Arrange for the machine to be fastened on the transport platform with adequate 
tie-rods fitted with turnbuckles (F).

- Remove the muffler and the intake pre-cleaner

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Open the side platform (F) (see “Descending from the transport vehicle” - Opening 
the working platform).

2 - Loosen the clips (B), then remove the intake pre-cleaner (A).

3 - Loosen the clips (E).

4 - Unscrew the bolts (D), then remove the muffler (C).

5 - Close the side platform (F).

Once the destination has bee reached, remove the machine from the transport vehi-
cle, as described in paragraph, “Descending from the transport vehicle”.
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Transmitter unit connection via cable

Danger - Warning

Controlling the machine with the transmitter unit connected via cable is prohib-
ited unless there is a failure in the receiving system (aerial, etc.) or there is radio 
signal disturbance (for example, if there are high power lines in the vicinity).

- In case of receiving system malfunctioning, take the machine to a safe place and 
repair the breakdown.

- In case of radio signal interference, move the machine away from the area affected 
by interference.

Procede as outlined below.

1 - Wait for the endothermic motor automatic stop.

2 - Switch off the transmitter unit and the ground control panel.

3 - Connect the cable (A) to the sockets on the transmitter unit (26) and the electrical 
panel (17).

4 - Start the machine and control its functioning.

For any further information please refer to the radio control user manual.
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Hydraulic controls

Information

Manual use of the hydraulic controls should be considered an emergency meas-
ure to be adopted solely to restore safe operating conditions. It must also only 
be adopted by authorised personnel in the event of control failure.

Take the machine to a safe area where service staff can carry out their work.

Open the side platform in order to work safely, closing it up again before using the 
machine.

To facilitate distinguishing the element of the distributor you wish to use, please see 
the table below.

Pos. Description A B

1 Cab (shift) to the left to the right

2 RH track open close

3 LH track open close

4 Rear conveyor (rotation) to the left to the right

5 Loader lift lower

6 Sieve lift lower

7 Sieve (vibration) vibration with clockwise rotation vibration with anticlockwise rotation 

8 Not used - -

9 Cross conveyor open close

10 Cross conveyor (shift) to the left to the right
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Refuelling

Danger - Warning

Do not fill up the tank completely, if the machine must operate in full sunlight 
because the fuel may leak.
In this case, wipe the stains immediately.
Do not fill up the tank when smoking, with the engine running, hot and close to 
naked flames.
The fuel nozzle must always stay in contact with the oil filler neck.
Maintain this position until the end of refuelling to avoid giving out sparks ig-
nited by the accumulation of static electricity.

Caution - Care

The fuel must comply with the specifications provided by the manufacturer of 
the engine (see the engine manufacturer’s user manual).

For the fuel-injection engine system to work properly, the gas-oil must be deposit-free; 
for this reason it must be allowed to settle in a suitable tank for a period of at least two 
or three days.

It is convenient to refuel the tank before it gets completely empty so as to avoid the 
discharge of the injection pump.

Should this happen, after having refuelled the tank and switched off the engine, re-
lease the air from the fuel circuit.

For the amount of fuel necessary see the table in the “Technical characteristics” para-
graph.

Long inactivity period for the machine

If the machine has to remain idle for a long period of time, it is important to follow the 
indications below.

1 - Wash the machine completely.

2 - Grease all the machine parts equipped with grease nipples.

3 - Fill up the fuel tank.

4 - Check all levels.

5 - Remove the batteries and keep them protected from frost.

6 - Keep the machine in a sheltered place.

7 - To renew the oil film of the hydraulic and electric components, ensuring in this way 
the protection of the transmission parts, change briefly the position of the machine 
at least once a month.

8 - Follow the manufacturer’s endothermic engine instruction manual.
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Putting the machine back into operation

Before starting up the machine after a long period out-of-use proceed as follows.

1 - Check the hydraulic oil level.

2 - Remove any oil leaks.

3 - Remove the antioxidant from the unpainted parts.

4 - Check if the main nuts and bolts are tightened.

5 - Check the efficiency of the safety devices.

6 - Charge the batteries.

Caution - Care

At the end of the idle period, before re-starting the machine operation, it is nec-
essary to replace all the filtering elements.
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Safety advice for maintenance

Before any adjustment operation, activate all safety devices foreseen and as-
sess whether personnel working nearby must be informed of the operation.

In particular adequately signal the neighboring zones and prevent the access 
to all the devices that, if activated, could create a risk to the health and safety 
of people.

Execute the maintenance operations with the machine cut-off from any power 
source according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

At the end of the operations, before starting the machine, check that there are 
no tools, cloths or other material near the moving parts or in risk areas.

Caution - Care

All maintenance operations not provided for in this chapter must be carried out 
by authorised and qualified maintenance personnel.
Carry out the maintenance operations envisaged by the machine’s manufac-
turer to ensure the machine remains safe and in good working order.

Information

For the maintenance programme of the endothermic engine refer to the engine 
manufacturer instruction manual.
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Part Type of work

Every
10

hours of 
work

Every
50

hours of 
work

Every
100

hours of 
work

Every
500

hours of 
work

Every
1000

hours of 
work

Structure Inspection •

Vibration device bearings Greasing •

Sieve screen Check •

Sieve vibration damper housings Cleaning •

Plates Check •

Safety devices Check •

Pins Greasing •

Tracks gearmotors oil
Oil level check •

Replacement •

Pumps coupler oil
Oil level check •

Replacement •

Loader gearmotor oil
Check •

Replacement • (*)

Sieve vibration damper supports Check •

Controls panel vibration damper 
supports

Check •

Engine vibration damper supports Check •

Heat exchanger vibration damper 
supports

Check •

Nuts and bolts Check •

Hydraulic oil discharge filter Replacement •

Hydraulic oil intake filters Replacement •

Combination filter for hydraulic oil 
intake and discharge

Sostituzione •

Pin retainers Check •

Hosing Integrity inspection •

Hydraulic fittings Seal inspection •

Hydraulic oil
Replacement • (**)

Oil level check •

(*) Carry out the first change oil after 50 hours of operation.
(**) To be carried out only by personnel authorised by the manufacturer.

Routine checks
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Greasing and lubrication points diagram

UN08-0708LF

Grease

Motor oil (cold temperatures) Transmission oil

Motor oil (warm temperatures)

Hydraulic oil
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Use a manual pump for the points of lubrication (A) found on the flanges of the vibra-
tion bearings.

Lubricating the vibration device bearings

Check the conditions of the sieve screen

- Visually check the mesh conditions: replace if found torn out.
 For replacement see para. “Replacing the sieve screen”.

Cleaning the vibration damping slots of the sieve

Clean the vibration damping slots of the sieve to prevent them from being damaged 
by unwanted material.

Machine greasing

Grease the machine following the instructions of para. “Greasing and lubrication 
points diagram”.
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Hydraulic oil level check

Make sure that the indicator level (A) displays the oil level.

In case of lack of oil, it is advisable to add oil having the same characteristics as the 
one indicated in section “Oils and lubricants”, through the oil filler neck (B).

Tracks gearmotors oil level check

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Stop the machine on a level surface so that the discharge cap (A) is in the lowest 
point.

2 - Unscrew the level cap (B); if the oil is not level with the lower part of the hole top it 
up by pouring it into the same hole until the right level is reached.

  Top up with oil of the same characteristics as those indicated (see “Oils and lubri-
cants”).
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Loader gearmotors oil level check

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Stop the machine on a flat surface.

2 - If necessary, raise or lower the structure of the loader until the draining cap (A) is 
at the lowest point.

3 - Unscrew the cap (B). If oil does not reach the lower border of the opening, it will 
be necessary to add oil through the same opening so as to reach the appropriate 
level.

For information about the quality of oil, see para. “Oils and lubricants”.

Structure inspection

Wash the machine thoroughly before the inspection (see “Machine cleaning”).
Examine the machine carefully to establish its overall condition, focusing in particular 
on the sieve, for damages such as aging, wear, vibrations, corrosion or atmospheric 
agents.
If you notice any weakening or slight splitting, contact one of the manufacturer’s au-
thorised service centres straight away. 
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Checking the vibration damper supports

Information

If it is necessary to replace one or more vibration-damping supports, it is advi-
sable to replace the entire series.
The replacement operation must be carried out by service technicians.

A - Engine vibration damper supports

B - Heat exchanger (hydraulic oil) vibration damper supports

C - Engine cooling radiator vibration damper supports

D - Sieve vibration damper supports

E - Controls panel vibration damper supports

F - Cab vibration damper supports

Check the condition of the vibration damper supports.
If the supports show any signs of breakage or rubber looseness, it is necessary to 
replace them.

Nuts and bolts tightening check

Check that the main fixing nuts and bolts are tight.
Screw the loosened nuts and bolts with the prescribed torque (see “Tightening tor-
ques charts”).
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Pin retainers check

1 - Check the pin retainers integrity. If dameged they must be replaced.

2 - Check the screws are are tightened and screw them with the prescribed torque 
(see “Tightening torques charts”).

Inspecting the pipes

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Check the hosing fitting clips and the condition of the hose (A). If the hose shows 
signs of ageing, breakages, bulges, abrasions, etc., it must be replaced.

2 - Check the fittings to find any leaks.
  Normally, oil leaks from the fittings (B) can be eliminated by tightening the fittings 

properly (see “Tightening torques charts”) otherwise they must be replaced.
  Oil leaks from the flanges (C) can only by eliminated by replacing the sealing gas-

ket (D).
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Recharging the batteries

Danger - Warning

Never let the batteries come near flames or sparks (possible issue of explosive 
gas from the safety valve).
The battery contains diluted sulphuric acid that is highly corrosive. 
Use maximum caution and protect eyes and face.
In the event of accidental contact with skin, immediately rinse with running wa-
ter.

Danger - Warning

Recharge the battery in a ventilated location and away from flames or sparks.

The battery does not need to be refilled.
Replace the battery with one having equivalent characteristics when it no longer ac-
cumulates charges.
For the relative disposal see “Scrapping and disposal”.

Machine cleaning

Clean the jack stems to prevent build-ups of dirt.
Wash the machine with a high-pressure water jet using non-toxic non-flammable de-
tergents authorised by the applicable standards.
Do not spray the water on the electrical parts, as this could damage them.

Oils and lubricants

Caution - Care

Do not mix together oils of different types.
Oil viscosity must be in accordance with the ambient temperature and the work 
conditions of the machine.
Do not use regenerated oil of suspicious origin, since it may be highly toxic for 
the operator and hazardous for the machine.
Regarding the oil disposal that is subject to regulations for waste control, con-
tact the appointed organisations.
If the machine is used in cold climates, contact the supplier for the most suit-
able type of oil.

Use products of appropriate characteristics concerning the thermal stability, anticorro-
sive protection, lubrication, resistance to oxidisation, and the compatibility of material 
fitted on the machine (gaskets, etc.).
For the fuelling of the machine and the refills, use exclusively previously filtered prod-
ucts.
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Symbol Lubricant Brand and type

Hydraulic oil TOTALERG EQUIVIS HZS 46

Gear reduction oil TOTALERG TRANSMISSION RS FE 80W40

Grease TOTALERG LICAL OL 8561

  Engine oil TOTALERG RUBIATIR 7400 15W40

Pumps coupler oil TOTALERG TRANSMISSION RS FE 80W40

Oils and lubricants chart

Endothermic engine oil

The chart below represents oil viscosity in relation to temperature.

Lubricants comparison chart

Ambient temperature - 20 / 50 °C.

SHELL SYNECO AGIP BP TOTALERG

Hydraulic oil Tellus 46 Oso 46
Equivis
HZS 46

Engine oil
Rimula 
Super

15 W40

Sigma Turbo
15 W40

Rubiatir 7400
15W40

Pump coupler oil
Amplex Dakar

80 W140
Arnica
140/FR

Ernegold 
SFD46

Transmission
RS FE 80W40

Grease
Alvania

R3
Grease
LTX3

Lical
OL 8561

Trucks reduction gear 
oil 

Amplex Dakar
80 W140

Gear Oil
GX

85 W140

Transmission
RS FE 80W40
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Tightening torques for nuts and bolts

Metric thread 8.8 resistance 
class

10.9 resistance 
class

12.9 resistance 
class

M 4 2.7 3.8 4.6

M 5 5.5 8.0 9.5

M 6 9.5 13.0 16.0

M 8 23.0 32.0” 39.0

M  10 46.0 64.0 77.0

M 12 80.0 110.0 135.0

M 14 125.0 180.0 215.0

M 16 195.0 275.0 330.0

M 18 270.0 390.0 455.0

M 20 385.0 540.0 650.0

M 22 510.0 720.0 870.0

M 24 660.0 930.0 1100.0

M 27 980.0 1400.0 1650.0

M30 1350.0 1850.0 2250.0

Tightening torques for hydraulic fittings

Metric thread Nm Gas thread Nm UNF thread Nm

M 12 x 1,5 15 G 1/4” 15 7/16-20 18

M 14 x 1,5 28 1/2-20 22

M 16 x 1,5 33 G 3/8” 25 9/16-18 28

M 18 x 1,5 38 G 1/2” 45 3/4-16 50

M  20 x 1,5 43

M 22 x 1,5 55 G 5/8” 51 7/8-14 65

M 24 x 1,5 55 G 3/4” 85 1. 1/16-12 85

M 26 x 1,5 80

M 30 x 2 100 1.3/16-12 100

M 36 x 2 125 G 1” 104 1.5/16-12 120

M 42 x 2 185 G 1.!/4” 156 1.5/8-12 150

M 45 x 2 215 G 1:1/2” 215 1.7/8-12 175

M 52 x 2 250 G 2” 300 2.1/2-12 340

Tightening torque charts
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Safety advice concerning failures

If any anomalies should occur, the operator may report them in order to contribute 
actively to the development of better construction techniques.

Some problems may be addressed by the operator, while others require precise tech-
nical skills or abilities and therefore must only be carried out by qualified personal with 
recognised experience in the specific field.
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Safety advice in case of replacements

Before effecting any intervention of replacement, activate all safety devices and 
assess the necessity to inform the personnel that operates in the proximities.

Particularly signal the surrounding zones and prevent the access all the devic-
es that would be able, if activated, to provoke conditions of unexpected danger 
and risk for the safety and the health of the people.

Replace worn components with original spare parts.

The manufacturer shall not be liable for any damage to objects or persons 
caused by the use of non-original parts and non authorized repair works.

The replacement of parts and repair works must be carried out with the machine 
cut-off from any power source according to the indications furnished by the 
manufactrer or contact the service department, if these interventions are not 
suitable in the manual.

In case of electric welding on the machine frame, disconnect the connectors, 
and the batteries cables to avoid damages to the machine internal equipments.

If is necessary to replace hydraulic components (filters, hoses, etc.) dispose a 
suitable capacity container to collect the oil that may spill out.

The components removed and waste material must disposed of in compliance 
with the laws in force concerning waste collection, sorting and disposal.

At the end of the operations, before starting the machine, check that there are 
no tools, cloths or other material near the moving parts or in risk areas.

Informazione

For the replacement of the endothermic engine elements, refer to the engine 
manufacturer instruction manual.
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Replacing the delivery filters cartridges

Replace the filter cartridges at the date scheduled in the maintenance programme 
(see “Routine checks”) or when the signal light (8) is on and the buzzer (19) switches 
on at the same time.

Proceede as outlined below.

1 - Open the side platform (A) and enter the engine compartment.

2 - Accurately clean the top part of the filter body.

3 - Unscrew the filter body (E) and drain the oil contained in it.

4 - Remove the filtering cartridge (F).

5 - Check the condition of the seal (G) and replace it if damaged.

6 - Fit a new cartridge.

7 - Put the filter body (E) back into position.
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Replacement of intake/discharge combination filter cartridge

Replace the filter cartridges at the date scheduled in the maintenance programme 
(see “Routine checks”) or when the signal light (10) is on and the buzzer (19) switches 
on at the same time.

Proceede as outlined below.

1 - Accurately clean the top part of the filter body.

2 - Unscrew the nuts (B) and remove cover (C).

3 - Remove the filtering cartridge (A).

4 - Assemble a new cartridge equal to the one replaced.

5 - Put the cover (C) back into position.
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Replacing the intake filters cartridges

Replace the filter cartridges at the date scheduled in the maintenance programme 
(see “Routine checks”) or when the signal light (11) is on and the buzzer (19) switches 
on at the same time.

Proceede as outlined below.

1 - Open the side platform (A) and enter the engine compartment.

2 - Unscrew the filter cartridges (C) using the special key and wrap them in a plastic 
bag in order not to release the oil they contain into the environment.

3 - Slightly lubricate the gaskets (D) of the new filter cartridges.

4 - Fit the new cartridges.

5 - Start up the engine (see “Start-up”) for a few seconds, and verify that the light indi-
cator (11) is off.
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Replacing the sieve screen

Information

When the screen is torn to the point of letting through too much material of 
large size, it must be replaced.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Loosen the bolts of lock nuts (A) preventing the accidental loosening of the sec-
tions (B) which maintain the sieve screen tensioned / locked.

2 - Unscrew the nuts (C) and disassemble all sections (B).

3 - Unscrew the screws (D) and remove metals plates (E) and rubber plates (F).

4 - With a suitable lift tool remove the old screen.

5 - Check the conditions of the rubber seals (G), if damaged, replace them.

6 - Place the new screen on the frame and make sure it is well at the centre and as 
adhering as possible to the vibrating screen head plate.

7 - The screen can be placed right in the middle of the frame (same clearance be-
tween the screen and the side of the sieve on both frame faces).

8 - Position the sections (B) and slightly tighten the sections bolts.

9 - Tighten the bolts of lock nuts (A) to prevent any upward shift of sections (B) due 
to the vibrations.

10 - Tighten the section bolts all the way down.

11 - Position the rubber plates (F), metals plates (E) and screw the screws (D).

Information

After the first day’s work tighten again the screen tensioning / locking screws 
and bolts.
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Replacing hydraulic oil

Caution - Care

Only qualified personnel must change the hydraulic oil.
Do not pollute the environment with exhaust oil; put it in a special container and 
send it to any appointed centre that has been authorised to dispose of it.

Replacing the tracks reduction gears oil

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Stop the machine on a flat surface, in such a way that the discharge cap (A) is 
placed at the lowest level.

2 - Unscrew the level cap (B) and the discharge cap (A).

3 - Let go of the exhaust oil and put the discharge cap (A) back on.

4 - Add new oil through the hole of the level cap (B) until it flows out.

For information about the characteristics of the oil see “Oils and lubricants”.

Replacing the engine oil

See the information included in the engine instruction manual.

Replacing the pumps coupler oil

See the information included in the pumps coupler instruction manual.
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Replacing the loader reduction gear oil

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Stop the machine on a flat surface.

2 - If necessary, raise or lower the structure of the loader until the draining cap is at the 
lowest point.

3 - Remove the plug (B) and the outlet plug (A).

4 - Let go of the exhaust oil and put the plug (A) back on.

5 - Pour new oil through the tap (B) until the border of the tap opening is reached.

For information about the characteristics of the oil see “Oils and lubricants”.

Replacing the batteries

Danger - Warning

Do not disconnect the cables when the engine is running.

Proceed as outlined below.

1 - Disconnect the terminals from the batteries, starting from the negative pole (-).

2 - Reconnect the electric cables starting from the positive pole (+).

When the batteries no longer accumulate electric power replace them with other bat-
teries with the same characteristics.
See the table with the characteristics on the batteries.

Batteries must be disposed of according to the laws in force. See “Scrapping and 
disposal”.

Taking the machine out of service

- When taking the machine out of service, a series of operations must be carried out 
to make sure that the machine and all the devices do not represent an obstacle and 
are not easily accessible.

- To prevent the machine from being a hazard for people and the environment all 
power supply sources (batteries) must be disconnected and removed and all liquids 
(fuels, lubricants, oils, etc.) must be discharged.

- The machine must be stored in a suitable area; the area must not be easily acces-
sible and must be duly cordoned off to avoid anyone entering.
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Scrapping and disposal

The machine must be scrapped through companies specialised in these activities.
The dismantled components must be separated in relation to the nature of the materi-
als from which they are comprised, in compliance with current laws in force relevant to 
“differentiated waste collection and scrapping”.
In reference to RAEE European Directive (electrical and electronic equipment waste), 
the electrical and electronic components, marked by symbols, must be disposed in 
special authorised collection centres, or delivered, installed on the machine, to the 
dealer when repurchasing new equipment.
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